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Honor 5C:Light on your pocket

ASUS ROG G20CB

Blood,
sweat and
tears in 4K

At ~10,999, the Honor 5C is a great
bargain for its price
KAKOLI CHAKRABORTY

S

It is powered by 32GB RAM, NVIDIA GTX980 graphics card & an intel i7-6700 processor
ABHIK SEN
ave your dreams ever come
true? One of mine did
recently. It was all a question
of timing really, but the ASUS
Republic of Gamers (ROG) G20CB
(~1,22,990) came in for review just as I
was nearly done with the review of the
Samsung’s latest line of 4K TVs.
Gaming on a 55-inch screen in 4K?
Who doesn’t want to do that!
The G20CB was compact enough to
find space on my wall unit. The matte
grey and fiery red cabinet looked
bright, though a tad flashy for my
liking. What intrigued me was the
angular pattern all over the consolesized cabinet. Due to the crazy angles,
the unit can’t be placed on its side; in
fact, it can only be placed vertically,
with the base being broader than the
top. The G20CB bundles a combined
double brick as the power supply —
two leads need to be connected to the
PC while two 5A three-pin plugs need
to be connected to the power sockets,
which could be a problem if you have
a lot of peripherals.
I hooked it up to the TV (via HDMI),
connected the bundled keyboard and
mouse and set it up, discovering the
tiny lights all over in the process. It was
overwhelming to work on such big a
screen (and in 4K) while setting up
Windows 10 but I got the job done.
Next, I logged into my gaming
accounts. And I was set to play the
games at the highest settings. First stop
was an old favourite, Dirt: Showdown. I
always sucked at showboating, but all
the pyrotechnics never looked better.
Another thing I noticed was while
ASUS bundles in nifty software to map
the lights and optimise the rig for

uccessor to the Honor 4C, the
5C is the latest budget
smartphone from Huawei
to garner attention.
The phone has a 5.2-inch
full HD display and it looks a
lot like the Honor 5X, except
for the fact that the 5C
comes with a metal
unibody design. The display
is decent enough and the
lags or bugs. But, I took it up a
Though the
colours are vivid and sharp.
notch and played Injustice
phone looks
But using the phone in
and could feel the phone
premium, the
sunlight can be a hassle.
buckle under the pressure. If
back is highly
Though the phone looks
you’re a casual gamer, looking
prone to
premium, the back is highly
to play light games such as
scratches
prone to scratches. I’d
Candy Crushor Temple Run,
recommend buying a protective cover
the 5C runs smoothly.
as soon as you buy the phone. Unlike
The device runs on Android 6.0
the 5X, the 5C doesn’t come with a
Marshmallow along with Huawei’s
fingerprint reader.
EMUI 4.1. The EMUI is easy to use and
Under the hood, the 5C houses a
doesn’t give you a reason to complain,
Kirin 650 processor with 2GB of RAM.
but stock Android lovers would still
Now, the performance isn’t the best in
find it irksome. Just like the 5X, the
the market. If you’re looking for a highnotification bar is divided into two —
powered smartphone, this phone is not
for shortcuts and notifications. It does
the one for you. Nevertheless, I decided
come with pre-installed apps though,
to test it out. During everyday use, this
but the good news is that these can be
phone doesn’t present you with any
uninstalled.
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At ~1,22,990, the ASUS ROG G20CB is
for those who want a PC the size of a
console with insane gaming power,
but don’t want to get their hands
dirty building a rig.
gaming, not all of it is useful. While the
lights can be modified in millions of
ways, not all combinations look good
with the red colour of the chassis. And
while some background processes can
be shut down while gaming,
optimisations such as for the LAN card
are something of a hit-and-miss.
Then it was time for NFS: Most
Wanted. As I raced all over town from
dawn till dusk, the sun’s rays caressed
my red Bugatti, letting off a sheen I’d
never seen in the virtual world. Next up
was Tomb Raider, where everything
from Lara Croft’s expressions to the
ripples of a wave were in vivid detail.
This led me to invest in Rise of the Tomb
Raider, a game I hadn’t bought till then
because my three-year-old gaming rig
wouldn’t be able to handle it at high
settings.
Well, I was floored. It looked as if I
was watching a live-action movie; and
the atmospherics somehow enhanced
the experience — I can still visualise

the dance of the shadows on the walls
of a cave, something I had never
noticed while playing on my usual rig.
Since the G20CB’s optical drive
could play Blu-Rays, I picked my copy
of Frozen — it was flawless, but for the
notifications cropping up. I was ready
for more, so I popped in my copy of
FIFA 16 for a Gareth Bale vs Lionel
Messi. Since I was rusty, and am a Real
Madrid fan, I was certain FC Barcelona
would lose if I played as that team.
And I was right; the frustration on
Messi’s face was as real as when he
failed to win this year’s Copa America.
A caveat: The bundled keyboard and
mouse are okay for everyday use but
a disappointment for any gamer; I
reverted to using my ancient Logitech
gear — the G15 keyboard and the
legendary MX518 gaming mouse.
Next, I tried playing Mortal Kombat
X but the gory visuals were a bit too
much in 4K detail. I’m no
lily-livered bloke, but if you seriously
like watching guts hanging out in
vivid detail, you need to visit a
shrink. On a positive note, this rig,
powered by 32GB of RAM, a 4GB
NVIDIA GTX980 graphics card and an
intel i7-6700 processor is good enough
to drive contemporary VR headsets
such as the HTC Vive or the Oculus Rift,
though I didn’t have these around to
check them out. Also, the operating
system runs fast on the 256GB SSD,
while a 3TB hard drive should be good
for those gargantuan games. But since
it’s a compact system and the processor
isn’t unlocked, this isn’t for any tinkerer.
The ASUS ROG G20CB is for those
who want a PC with insane gaming
power and the the size of a console, but
don’t want to get their hands dirty
building a rig.

The 5C has a 3,000 mAh nonremovable battery, which, on moderate usage, lasts more than a day. However, if you are a heavy user, expect having to charge the phone every night.
The disappointing part about the
5C is its camera. It comes with a 13-megapixel (MP) primary and an 8MP secondary camera. In good lighting, the resultant pictures are pretty good but lowlight pictures contain a lot of noise. The
front camera delivers decent selfies but
don’t expect the pictures to be of the
same level as on flagship phones.
At ~10,999, the Honor 5C is a great
bargain for its price. Yes, highperformance seeking individuals
would prefer a better phone. But, if
you’re looking for a phone that doesn’t
pinch your pocket much and is a
decent performer, look no further.

Hoops, they did it again!
AABHAS SHARMA
or years gamers have cribbed — at
least I have — about lack of a
proper basketball game. You
either get shooting hoops or really poor
games that get annoying before you
can say NBA. Not any more. EA Sports
has answered our prayers in the form
of NBA Live Mobile.
NBA Live Mobile is the fun basketball game that will enthuse
first-time gamers as well as old
timers.
Available on Apple’s App Store and the Google Play Store, the
game can be downloaded for free though
you can make in-app purchases. There are
four modes — live events, head-to-head,
full season and leagues. NBA Live Mobile
works on EA’s Ultimate Team format —
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you have to build a team and you’re given a basic starter pack of players. The
gameplay in season mode is simple —
you play matches, earn coins and then
buy more players that suit your team’s
requirement.
For a mobile game, the graphics of
NBA Live are sharp and while they don’t
give you a real life-like feel as on con-

soles but it’s still a very good gameplay experience. The key to playing
sports games on mobiles lies in the
ease of controls and NBA Live
scores highly on that. The controls
are easy to use, extremely handy and
not at all complicated.
There are certain times when you
will get frustrated — especially while
changing line-ups — but these are
small flaws in otherwise what is a very
good game to play. One huge drawback
is that you always need to be connected
to the internet if you have to play the game.
But those familiar with EA Sports’ mobile
games are perhaps accustomed to that.
NBA Live Mobile plugs an important
gap for fans of sport-based games. It’s easy
to play, scores high on most criteria, and
most importantly, it is great fun. What else
do you need in a mobile game?

Zuari Global Limited
CIN : L65921GA1967PLC000157
Regd.Office : Jai Kisaan Bhawan,
Zuarinagar, Goa 403 726
Telephone : (0832) 2592180, 2592181
Website : www.adventz.com

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given pursuant to
Section 91 of the Companies Act, 2013,
that the Register of Members and the
Share Transfer Books of the Company,
will remain closed from Tuesday, the
2nd August, 2016 to Tuesday, the
9th August, 2016 (both days inclusive)
for the purpose of ascertaining
eligibility to dividend. Dividend on
Equity shares @ Re.1/- per equity share
(i.e. 10%) of face value of Rs.10/- each,
as recommended by the Directors for
the year ended 31st March, 2016, will
be paid when declared by the members
at the forthcoming Annual General
Meeting.
For ZUARI GLOBAL LIMITED
Sd/Sachin Patil
Asst. Company Secretary
Place : Zuarinagar, Goa
Date : July 25, 2016

E-Tender Notice
No. ACKW/640/AEMN/OD dated 22.07.2016
Department

Office of the Asstt. Commissioner K/W,
Andheri ( W), Mumbai - 400 058

Section

Asstt. Eng. ( Maint) K/W

Bid No.

Subject

7100080134

Arrangement of Good Looking decorative
appearances Swagat Mandaps / Water
proof pendols, for Ganpati , Durga Murti
immersion and Chhatt Puja Programme 2016 in K/West Ward.

7100079785

Providing 2.5 K Watt search lights alongwith Towers in K/West ward during
Ganesh Murti , Durga Murti Immersion
and Chatt Puja Programme 2016.

7100080098

To make an Arrangement of To & Fro for
lifting, tranporting Mild Steel Plates
( 14mm thick) of various sizes from
Marol Yard and laying down systematicall
to cover 2100 Sq. M. Area at Juhu each,
Sagar Kurti Beach and Versova Jetty in
K/West Ward Ganapati immersion
programme 2016

Tender Date

From 25.07.2016 11:00hrs.
To 07.08.2016,15.00 hrs.

Website

http://portal.mcgm.gov.in

Contact Person
a) Name:

Mr. Sanjay Borse ( Asstt. Eng. Maint)
K/W)

b) Office No.:

(022) 26239190 ( Ext .339)

C) E Mail id

ae02maint.kw@mcgm.gov.in
Sd/Asstt. Commissioner K/W

PRO/844/ADV/2016

Save Water! Avoid Waste of Water!

IN THE PUBLIC TRUSTS REGISTRATION OFFICE
GREATER MUMBAI REGION, MUMBAI.
Dharmadaya Ayukta Bhavan, 2nd Floor,
83, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai- 400018.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Change Report No. ACC- I / 2732 / 16
The Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950
Filed by : Mr. Balkishan M. Mohta
In the matter of THE STOCK EXCHANGE
INVESTORS PROTECTION FUND
P. T. R. No. E-10908 (Mumbai).
To
All concerned having interest
WHEREAS the Trustees of the above Trust have filed Change
Report under Section 22 of The Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950 for
bringing the below described property on the record of the above
named Trust and an inquiry is to be made by the Assistant Charity
Commissioner, Greater Mumbai Region, Mumbai, viz.
Whether the property is the property of the Trust and could be
registered in the Trust name?

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
“All that the Unit No. A1 (ii) containing by admeasurement 2,651
square feet of super built up area and unit No.A1(iii) containing by
admeasurement 3,606 square feet of super built up area both Unit Nos.
A1 (ii) and A1(iii) collectively containing by admeasurement a total
Super built up area of 6257 square feet situated on the first floor of the
building being Block ‘A’ together with undivided proportionate share in
the land beneath Block A comprised in the Premises No.22, Camac
Street, (now known as 22, Abanindra Nath Thakur Sarani formerly No.
11, Camac Street) in the two of Kolkata being Holding No.36 in Block
XI containing an area of approximately 6 (six) Bighas 3 (Three) Cottahs
and 5 (five) square feet be the same a title more or less with in P. S.
Shakespeare sarani, Ward No.63 of Kolkata Municipal Corporation
and butted bounded in the manner following that is to sayOn the North : By premises No.23, Camac Street and Premises Nos.
4 & 5, Wood Street,
On the West : By Camac Street,
On the South : By Premises No. 21, Camac Street and Premises No.
06, Wood Street and
On the East : By Wood Street
This is to call upon you to submit your objections if any, in the matter
before the Assistant Charity Commissioner, Greater Mumbai Region,
Mumbai at the above address within 30 days from the date of
publication of this notice.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF THE CHARITY
COMMISSIONER, MAHARASHTRA STATE, MUMBAI.
This 18th day of June, 2016.

Seal

Sd/I/C Superintendent (J),
Public Trusts Registration Office,
Greater Mumbai Region, Mumbai.

